Pediatric orthopaedic practice typically centers around a diverse array of heritable disorders. At one extreme end of the heritability spectrum are completely penetrant Mendelian disorders such as brachydactyly, where unaffected parents never have affected offspring. Described by Farabee in 1905, brachydactyly was the first published description of autosomal dominant inheritance of a human malformation (1). Even earlier, however, Galton described the concept of traits such as height that, although often lacking a clear transmission pattern in families, are still heritable to some degree (2). We of course now appreciate that there are significant genetic underpinnings in many non-traumatic childhood orthopaedic disorders, such as idiopathic scoliosis and talipes equinovarus (clubfoot), and that the care of such complex diseases typically represents the majority of pediatric orthopaedic practice. Finally, at the other extreme of the heritability spectrum is the startling discovery that completely non-heritable malformations such as macrodactyly, paradoxically, have genetic origins. Disease gene discovery for these disorders began, for all practical purposes, in the late 1980’s and has since moved ahead with dizzying speed, driven in large part by technological advances. Such discoveries are enabling a new biochemical understanding of disease processes and, more importantly, informing the design of new treatments, as for example therapies that target the signaling pathways causing the troubling manifestations in neurofibromatosis (3).

The purpose of this volume is to update the pediatric orthopaedic community—clinicians, surgeons, geneticists, and researchers—on recent genetic developments relevant to the diverse presentations in these patients. We begin with an introduction to “next-generation” technologies that are enabling rapid gene discovery. We also present chapters describing post-gene discovery advancements for neurofibromatosis, various disorders of the joints, and basic bone development. Almost half of the volume is devoted to the complex disorders scoliosis and clubfoot and describes their classification, genetic contributions, and the exciting breakthrough in understanding genetic and environmental interactions. Finally we present the very recent discoveries of the mutations causing somatic, non-heritable, and all too devastating overgrowth malformations.

New insights into each of these areas are no doubt waiting in the wings, given the pace of discovery today. Our goal in this volume is to provide pediatric clinicians,
surgeons, geneticists, and researchers with a resource for understanding these emerging new developments as a means to advance the care of affected children.
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